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Background and
lmplementation
Statement

Backgrannd

The Department forWork and Pensions (DWP) is increasing regulation to improvs
disclosure of financially material risks. This regulatory change recognises
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors as financially material and
schemes need to consider how these factors are managed as part of their fiduciary
duty. The regulatory changes require that schemes detail their policies in their
Statement of lnvestment Principles (SlP) and demonstrate adherence to these
policies in an implementation report.

Statement of lrweetment Principles (SlP)

The Scheme updated its SIP in September 2O2O in response to the DWP regulation
to cover:

. policies for managing financially material considerations including ESG factors
and climate change

. policies on the stevvardship of the investments

The SIP can be found online at the web address: https://www.tullisrussell.com/wp-
content/uploads/Statement-of-lnvestment-Principles-September-2O2O.pdf.
Changes to the SIP are detailed on the following pages.

lmplementation Report

This lmplementation Report is to provide evidence that the Scheme continues to
follow and act on the principles outlined in the SlP. This report details:

. actions the Trustees have taken to manage financially material risks and
implement the key policies in its SIP

. the cunent policy and approach with regards to ESG and the actions taken with
managers on managing ESG risks

. the extent to which the Trustees have followed policies on engagerTent, covering
engagement actions with its fund managers and in turn the engagement activity
of the fund managers with the companies they invest

. voting behaviour covering the reporting year up to 5 April 2O21 for and on behalf
of the Scheme including the most significant votes cast by the Scheme or on its
behalf.
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Summary of key actions undertaken over the Schemg reporting year

No significant changes were made to the Scheme's investment strategy
over the year. The Scheme's strategic asset allocation remains in line with
the benchmark stated as at 5 April 2O2O.

The Trustees implemented the final phase of the agreed investment
strategy by proceeding with a15% allocation to Direct Lending with
Partners Group. The Trustees finalised the commitment to the strategy
over Ql 2021 and the Fund is due to achieve first close mid-2o21. Capital
will be drawn down over the following 12-18 months from first close.

ln lt/larch 2421, the Trustees agreed to increase the Scheme's liability
hedge from the prior 70% target to 9O% of non-insured liabilities on a
Technical Provisions basis. Transition activity was completed over late
lMarch and early April zA?I.

lmplementatlon Statement

This report demonstrates that the Tullis Russell Pension Scheme has adhered to its
investment principles and its policies for managing financially material
considerations including ESG factors and climate change.

Signed

Position

Date

/9 Lt-,u-e
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The risk of mismatch
between the value of the
Scheme assets and present
value of liabilities from
changes in interest rates and
i nflation expectations.

To hedge 9O% of
movements in interest rates
and inflation on a flat gilts
basis.

p v

The lncrease in strategic
hedge will require the
Scheme's SIP to be updated
over 2021to reflect this
change.

Managing risks and
actions DB

lico

lnterest rates
and inflation

Liquidity Difficulties in raising
sufficient cash when
required without adversely
impacting the fair market
value of the investment.

To maintain a sufficient
allocation to liquid assets so
that there is a prudent buffer
to pay members' benefits as
they fall due (including
transfer values), and to
provide collateral to the LDI
manager.

The Scheme has a large
cash allocation which is
predominantly due to the

"earmarked allocation to
Direct Lending being held in
cash.

The Scheme remains in a
strong cashflow position
with significant liquidity
within the invested assets.

Market Experiencing losses due to To remain appropriately
factors that affect the overall diversified and hedge away
performance of the financial any unrewarded risks, where
markets. practicable.

The new investment strategy
was designed to mitigate
market risk as far as
practicable whilst ensuring
that the Scheme's assets
generate an appropriate
level of expected return.

The changes to the SIP were
updated in September 2O2A.

Credit Default on payments due as
part of a financial security
contract.

To diversify this risk by
investing in a range of credit
markets across different
geographies and sectors.

To appoint investment
managers who actively
manage this risk by seeking
to invest only in debt
securities where the yield
available sufficiently
compensates the Scheme
for the risk of default.

The number of credit
managers and breadth of
ma rket exposure remai ned
broad over the period,
continuing to provide
increased diversification of
default risk.
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Exposure to Environmental,
Social and Governance
factors, including but not
limited to climate change,
which can impact the
performance of the
Scheme's investments.

To appoint managers who -The ESG policy was
satisfy the following criteria, reviewed by the Trustees as
unless there is a good part of the SIP updates in
reason why the manager both September 2019 and
does not satisfy each criteria: September 2O2O.

1. Responsible lnvestment
('Rl') Policy / Framework

2. lmplemented via
lnvestment Process

3. A track record of using
engagement and any voting
rights to manage ESG
factors o

The overseas currency
exposure within the two
Absolute Return Bond funds
is hedged by the investrnent
managers.

4. ESG specific reporting

5. UN PRI Signatory

The Trustees monitor the
managers on an ongoing
basis.

The potential for adverse Hedge all currency risk on all
currency movements to have assets that deliver a return
an impact on the Scheme's through contractual income
investments.

The views of Scheme
members and beneficiaries
in relation to ethical
considerations, social and
environmental impact, or
present and future quality of
life of the members and
beneficiaries of the Scheme
in the selection, retention
and realisation of
investments.

Non-financial matters are
not taken into account in the
selection, retention or
realisation of investments
unless specifica lly requested
as part of the evaluation
criteria when selecting
managers. However. the
Trustees may take specific
non-financial matters into
consideration if they
represent the view of a
majority of Scheme
members.
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Changes to the SIP in
relation to the 2O2O
requirements

Date updated: September 2O2O

How the investment manageni are incentivised
to align their investment strategy and decisions

'with the Trustees' policies.

A,s the Scheme is invested in pooled funds.
there is not scope for these funds to tailor
their strategy and decisions in line with the
Trustees' policies. However, the Trustees
invest in a portfolio of pooled funds that are
aligned to the strategic objective.

How the investment managers are incentivised .
to make decisions based on assessments of
medium to long-term financial and non-financial
performance of an issuer of debt or equity and to
engage with them to improve performance in the .
medium to long-tenn.

The Trustees review the investment
managers' performance relative to medium
and long-term objectives as documented in
the investment management agreements.
The Trustees monitor the investment
managers' engagement and voting activity on
an annual basis as part of their ESG
monitoring process.

The Trustees do not incentivise the
investment managers to make decisions
based on non-financial performance.

a

How the methd (and time horizon) of the
eva I u ation of investment ma nagens' performa nce
and the remuneration for their services are in line
with the Trustees' policies.

The Trustees review the performance of all of
the Scheme's investments on a quafterly
basis and net of all costs to ensure a true
measurement of performance versus
investment objectives.
The Trustees evaluate performance over the
time period stated in the investment
managers' performance objective, which is
typically3to5years.
lnvestment manager fees are reviewed
annually to make sure the correct amounts
have been charged and that they remain
competitive.

a

a

The method for monitoring portfolio tumover
costs incurred by investment managers and how
they define and monitor targeted portfolio
turnoyer or tumover range.

The Trustees do not directly monitor turnover
costs. However, the investment managers are
incentivised to minimise costs as they are
measured on a net of cost basis.

a
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The duration of the Scheme's arrangements with .
the investment managers

The duration of the arrangements is

considered in the context of the type of fund
the Scheme invests in.

o For closed ended funds or funds with a
lock-in period the Trustees ensure the
timeframe of the investment or lock-in
is in line with the Trustees objectives
and Scheme's liquidity requirements.

o For open ended funds, the duration is

flexible and the Trustees will from
time-to-time consider the
a ppropriateness of these investments
and whether they should continue to
be held.
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Implementing the current
ESG policy and approach

ESG as a financially material risk

The SIP describes the Scheme's policy with regarding to ESG as a financially
material risk This page details how the Scheme's ESG policy is implemented, while
the following page outlines lsio's assessment criteria as well as the ESG beliefs used
in evaluating the Scheme's managers' ESG policies and procedures. The rest of this
statement details ourview of the managers, our actions for engagement and an
evaluation of the stewardship activity.

The below table outlines the areas which the Scheme's investment managefti are
assessed on when evaluating their ESG policies and engagements. The Trustees
intend to review the Scheme's ESG policies and engagements periodically to
ensure they remain fit for purpose.

lmplementing the Current ESG Policy

Environmental, Social,
Corporate Governance factors
and the exercising of rights
and engagement activity

Through the manager
selection process ESG
considerations will form
part of the evaluation
criteria
The Scheme's investment
advisor lsio will monitor
managers' ESG policies on
an ongoing basis
When attending Trustee
meetings, investment
managers will be asked to
present to the Trustees on
actions they have taken in
respect of ESG factors and
their exercise of rights and
engagement activity;
The Trustees are provided
with a report detailing the
managers' ESG policies as
well as a summary of
actions lsio has engaged
with managers on to
ensure the scheme is not
exposed to risks relating to
Envi ronmental, Social or
Governance factors.

The manager has not
acted in accordance with
their policies and
frameworks.

a a

a

a

a
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Engagement

As the Scheme invests via fund managers the managers provided details on their
engagement actions including a summary of the engagsments by category over the
12 month period to 5April2021.

CQS Multi Asset
Credit Fund

Total engagements: 2OI
General ESG: 30
Governance: 33
Social:47
Environmental:26
Social & Governance: 5O
Environmental &
Governance: 3

Environmental & Social: 12

COS have a clear and robust due diligence process and
investment framework. CAS are in the process of
implementing an updated framework that provides
greater guidance on engagement process and improves
the overall ability to monitor the effectiveness of their
engagement. We have seen a significant increase in the
level of ESG engagement from COS and porlfolio
cornpany management teams over the previous 12

months, highlighting their commitment to improve the
ESG credentials of the Fund.

An example of a significant engagement includes:

Shearer's Foods- CAS became concerned from a social
perspective around the safety protocols in place to
continue operating through the Coronavirus pandemic.
CAS engaged directly with the CFO who provided
assurances around the protocols the business had in
place to continue to operate safely and effectively,
including staggered start times and purchasing
disinfectant mister machines. The CFO confirmed they
had some positive cases, however, they were not
thought to be as a result of in-facility transmission and
confirmed the firm was paying staff full pay whilst
quarantining. COS remain invested following this
engagement.

M&G Alpha
Opportunities
Fund

Total engagements: 7

Governance: 4
Environmental: 1

Social: 2

IVI&G have a systematic approach to engagements
whereby specific objectives are outlined in advance and
results measured on the outcomes from the
engagements.

Analysts are expected to have a more granular
awareness of key ESG risks which impact the individual
issues they monitor. Where engagement is deemed to
be necessary, analysts engage with issuers supported by
IVI&G's CF&S Team. allowing them to leverage their
expertise in sustainability themes.
Nfl&G monitor the success of engagement by assessing
whether they have met their objective and log this on a
central system.
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BlackRock were unable to
provide engagement data.

lVl&G were unable to provide
engagement data"

[VI&G could improve how they demonstrate the
importance of ESG risks and how it impacts
management of the poftfolio.

An example of a significant engagement includes:

AB lnBev - N/l&G engaged with AB lnBev a multi-national
drinks company. urging it to set medium-term scope 1-3

emissions reduction targets, post 2A25 as well as setting
a net zero target by 2O5O or sooner. N/l&G met with both
the investor relations and sustainability teams at AB
lnBev, who were able to explain the company's main
challenges to reducing emissions, which focus around
energy used for heat required in the brewing process
(which is around two thirds of its energy requirements)
and product packaging which represents around 40% ot
its scope 3 emissions. tt/l&G noted that company is

clearly aware of its challenges and is working on long-
term sustainable solutions, which could include
increased use of returnable glass bottles and increased
plastic recycling on the packaging side. tV&G are now
giving the company time to work through these solutions
and await the next ESG report before deciding if further
near-term engagement is required.

At firm-level, BlackRock engages with companies and
issuers through its lnvestment Stewardship team, which
is responsible for applying firm wide corporate
governance practices and has responsibility for
engagement and pro)qy voting practices.

Within LDl, BlackRock has started to engage with
derivative counterpafties on governance issues and is
currently developing an Environmental screen for
assessing banking counterparties. The default cash fund
within the Liability tVlatching Funds (LttIF) is LEAF, which
is the firm's environmentally aware money market fund.
lssuers will be excluded from direct investment if they
have below average Environmental practices as viewed
by t\ilSCl.

BlackRock currently do not collect engagement data for
the underlying LDI and cash funds.

tVl&G currently do not collect engagement data for the
cash fund.
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This report has been prepared for the sole benefit of the Trustees of the
Tullis Russell Fension Scheme and based on their specific facts and
circurnstances and pursuant to the terms of lsio Group Lirnited's services
contract. lt should not be relied upon by any other person. Any person who
chooses to rely on this report does so at their own risk. To the fullest extent
perrnitted by law, lsio Group Limited accepts no responsibility or liability to
that pariy in connection with the Services
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